## Conservation and Renewables Discount Program
### Tracking and Reporting Software

**Version 3.2**

---

### Residential Water Heating

**Wastewater Heat Recovery**

**Sort:** Credit ($/unit)  \(\uparrow\) Ascending  \(\downarrow\) Descending

**Filter:** All Applications

---

### Efficiency Measures

#### Contributions
- **Unlimited**
- **Limited**

#### Renewables
- **Renewables**

#### RD&D Activities
- **Pre-approved Contributions**
- **Pre-approved Projects**

#### Low-Income
- **Weatherization Matchmaker**

---

### Your Account
- **New Shopping Cart**
- **Combine Carts**
- **My Shopping Carts**
- **My Orders**
- **File Report**

---

### BPA Programs
- **BPA C&R Discount**
- **Con Aug**

### Downloads
- **Downloads**

---

**Conservables & Renewables Discount Program Tracking and Reporting System**

8/2/2002

---

**Name** | **Ref No** | **Measure Life (years)** | **Annual Savings @ Site (kWh/yr)** | **B Po Sy: Ben Cost**
---|---|---|---|---
Gravity Film Heat Exchanger in New MultiFamily Construction, DHW & Shower Preheat, Electric Resistance | RWH00065 | 40 | 525 | 0
Gravity Film Heat Exchanger in New Single Family Construction, DHW & Shower Preheat, Electric Resistance | RWH00064 | 40 | 525 | 0
Gravity Film Heat Exchanger Retrofit in Existing Residence, DHW & Shower Preheat, Electric Resistance | RWH00058 | 40 | 525 | 0
Gravity Film Heat Exchanger in New Single Family Construction, DHW Preheat, Electric Resistance | RWH00060 | 40 | 484 | 0
Gravity Film Heat Exchanger Retrofit in Existing Residence, DHW Preheat, Electric Resistance | RWH00059 | 40 | 484 | 0
Gravity Film Heat Exchanger in New MultiFamily Construction, DHW Preheat, Electric Resistance | RWH00066 | 40 | 484 | 0
Gravity Film Heat Exchanger Retrofit in Existing Residence, Shower Preheat, Electric Resistance | RWH00068 | 40 | 424 | 0
Gravity Film Heat Exchanger in New Single Family Construction, Shower Preheat, Electric Resistance | RWH00057 | 40 | 424 | 0
Gravity Film Heat Exchanger in New MultiFamily Construction, Shower Preheat, Electric Resistance | RWH00061 | 40 | 424 | 0
Gravity Film Heat Exchanger Retrofit in Existing Residence, DHW & Shower Preheat, Heat Pump | RWH00053 | 40 | 188 | 0
Gravity Film Heat Exchanger in New MultiFamily Construction, DHW & Shower Preheat, Heat Pump | RWH00055 | 40 | 188 | 0
Gravity Film Heat Exchanger in New Single Family Construction, DHW Preheat, Heat Pump | RWH00067 | 40 | 188 | 0
Gravity Film Heat Exchanger in New Single Family Construction, DHW Preheat, Heat Pump | RWH00063 | 40 | 174 | 0
Gravity Film Heat Exchanger Retrofit in Existing Residence, DHW Preheat, Heat Pump | RWH00062 | 40 | 174 | 0
Gravity Film Heat Exchanger in New MultiFamily Construction, DHW Preheat, Heat Pump | RWH00056 | 40 | 174 | 0

---
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